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Ultra™ Series
Fiberglass Windows & Doors
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If you can dream it...
Imagine the home of your dreams. You’ve thought 

about it many times – warm rooms full of light and 

life. Maybe there’s a master bedroom just waiting for 

the window to capture the perfect sunset view. Or a 

cheery kitchen that needs a bay window to let the 

sunshine stream into the breakfast nook on a relaxed 

Sunday morning.

We can build it...
This is your chance to make your dreams real. 

For appearance and performance, Ultra offers an 

upscale look that will complement any home. Its 

baked-on paint finish won’t peel or crack, unlike a 

painted wood finish.

Big or small homes, new or remodeled, classic or 

contemporary, Milgard Ultra™ Series fiberglass 

windows and doors add impact and value to your 

home.
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Review from milgard.com—

Great windows with exceptional customer service.  Installed 34 
windows both sliders and single hung. Looks like I move to a 
new house. The low E glass is extremely efficient at blocking out 
the southern California heat and when these windows are closed 
they do a great job eliminating outside sounds.

—Riverside CA
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Milgard is one of the largest and most trusted names in windows and doors.  

For more than 50 years, we’ve demonstrated our commitment to innovation, 

quality and service.

While our coverage is extensive, our service is local. Milgard has multiple 

locations throughout the Western U.S. Our belief is that by being close to 

our customers, we can provide you better service. This means faster lead 

and delivery time, as well as faster response to any warranty situations. 

We’re there for you long after the job has been completed. Milgard also has 

a comprehensive network of qualified dealers and offers some of the best 

training in the industry.

Milgard controls the entire production, delivery and service process, keeping 

quality a priority and lead times to a minimum. As we continue to grow, our 

focus remains on building one exceptional window and door at a time.
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Milgard has engineered a window 

and door system that stands up 

to weather, insects, and ultraviolet 

rays, plus maintains their beauty 

through every season.

See a video about  our fiberglass 

processes here:

why Milgard
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Full Lifetime Warranty
At Milgard, we build our windows and doors to last. With the 

dedication to quality that we put into building the best windows in 

the business, it wouldn’t make sense to back them with anything but 

the best warranty in the business. That’s why we back every properly 

installed window and door for as long as you own your home–

including parts and labor.  Ultra™ Series windows and doors also 

come standard with Glass Breakage Coverage.  It’s why you can be 

sure you won’t find any windows better than Milgard. For complete 

warranty details, visit milgard.com.
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why Milgard

Review from milgard.com—

We installed new windows and 
a patio door from Milgard in 
our new home. They are well 
constructed and look very 
nice. Most important they are 
excellent energy savers. That 
is so important as we live in 
the Arizona desert. Wonderful 
windows, wonderful company. 
Thank you Milgard.

—Tucson AZ
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Awning

Single Hung

Casement
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Operating Styles

Define Your Home with 
Windows

Carefully chosen windows can make any home spectacular and 

make a statement about your style.

Since every Milgard window is custom built to your order, you 

have the freedom to think outside the box. Mix and match 

window styles and configurations to achieve just the result 

you’re looking for. 
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Horizontal Slider
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Picture Windows
Like the art on the walls, picture windows are the frame for your 
view. With Milgard Ultra Series picture windows, you can frame your 
view in just about any shape or size.

Bay & Bow Windows
Bay windows are 3-segment units that expand your space to the 
outdoors. Bow windows are multi-segmented units that create 
dramatic circular spaces. Add function to both by choosing your 
choice of operating styles for the segments.
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Swing & Sliding Doors
The strength of fiberglass protects your investment from the harsher side 

of Mother Nature.  Because of its inherent properties, fiberglass won’t 

swell like wood and it expands and contracts at the same minimal rate as 

glass.  Fiberglass won’t crack, peel, warp, split, pit, or corrode and is virtually 

impervious to water.  

Our fiberglass doors are available with your choice of baked-on standard 

colors for a finish that protects against UV rays.

Ultra Series patio doors come in sliding, in-swing or out-swing styles and 

built to your specifications with panels, transoms, or sidelites.  Choose from a 

variety of hardware and virtually endless grid options.
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Milgard also offers high energy performance options for the ultimate in energy efficiency.

Zone U-Factor SHGC
Your energy efficient windows could include one or 
more of the following features based on your climate.

ENERGY STAR v6 Northern 0.27 - SunCoat® or SunCoatMAX®

EdgeGardMAX®

Argon or Krypton

4th Surface 

Triple Glaze

ENERGY STAR v6 North-Central 0.3 0.4

ENERGY STAR v6 South-Central 0.3 0.25

ENERGY STAR v6 Southern 0.4 0.25

R5 0.20 

Windows and Doors for the 
Energy-Conscious Homeowner

At Milgard, we help homeowners make an impact on their energy 

consumption through our energy-efficient windows and patio doors. 

Leaky and inefficient windows, skylights and doors account for poor 

insulation and higher energy usage in households. Energy loss can 

happen in two ways and a lot depends on where you live:

• Cold climates lose energy in the form of heat

• Hot climates lose energy in the form of cooling

Tested and Built for Your Climate

All Milgard windows and patio doors are designed to meet tough 

thermal and solar requirements of state and local jurisdictions. 

We conduct thermal simulations to improve energy performance in our windows and patio doors 

so our consumers can enjoy a more comfortable home. We make it easy to meet local energy codes 

and green building efficiency standards with a selection of performance enhancing features. In fact, 

Milgard has options available to tailor the components of windows and doors to specific climates—

perfectly matching the product to your region’s energy needs.

Milgard adheres to ENERGY STAR®  v6 requirements to meet or exceed U-Factor and Solar Heat Gain 

Coefficient (SHGC) criteria for the zones shown.

Northern

South-Central

North-Central

Southern

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

ENERGY STAR® Canada
nrcan.gc.ca/energy
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Make it your own...

Black BeanBark

Fern Cinnamon

Harmony

Sand

Frost

Exterior Colors
Choose from seven standard exterior colors. All colors come with white interiors. 
Harmony, Bark and Black Bean can be color matched interior and exterior.

White
with any 

exterior Color 

Interior ColorsGlass
As one of the most important 
components of your window or door, 
glass can also offer you decorative 
options and energy efficiency 
advantages.

Decorative & Tinted Glass
Add privacy or a touch of flare with our 
many styles of decorative glass.
Tinted glass provides additional 
shading from direct sunlight and warm 
conditions.

Crystal Groove
Craftsmanship and artistry are 
combined for distinctive elegance with 
Milgard Crystal Groove, adding an 
extra spectrum of light and design that 
will bring any room to life.

Flat Grid

3/4” VintageSculptured

Craftsman 1-1/8” Vintage

Legacy

Grids
Express your creativity and dramatically increase your home’s curb appeal with our virtually 
endless grid options. Choose grids inside our insulated glass units for easy  cleaning.

Colors shown are approximate due to printing limitations.

Black Bean
with Black Bean 

exterior only

Bark
with Bark 

exterior only

Harmony
with Harmony 
exterior only

Review from milgard.com—

We replaced 31 windows of various 
types with Milgard Ultra products 
and have superb noise and harmful 
ray reduction. They open and shut 
with the precision of a bank vault 
and are clearly built to last a very 
long time.

—Seattle WA
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Make it your own...

Standard Handle
Folding Handle upgrade available

Sash lock 

Your choice of Positive Action Lock (left) shown in White
or Cam Lock (right) shown in Clay

Door Hardware
Coordination and consistency are important to a well designed home. 
That’s why we are offering our patio door hardware in these styles with 
the same finishes available for Ultra Series windows. 

Swing Door Handles 
(interior & exterior)

Sliding Door Handles 
(interior shown)

Window Hardware
Our window hardware is attractive, durable, secure and easy to operate. 
All hardware is available in these styles and your choice of finishes. 

MadronaTM

(standard)

shown in
Oil Rubbed Bronze

MeridianTM

shown in
Oil Rubbed 

Bronze

MastriTM

shown in
Satin Nickel

Single Hung and Horizontal Slider

Casement and Awning

Window Hardware Finishes

White Clay Brass
Brushed 
Chrome

Dark 
Bronze

Door Hardware Finishes

White Tan Clay
Slate 
Black

Oil Rubbed 
Bronze

Brushed 
Chrome

Satin 
Nickel



Ultra™, PureView®, SmartTouch®, EdgeGard™, EdgeGardMAX™, 
SunCoat® and SunCoatMAX® are trademarks of Milgard 
Manufacturing, Inc. 

ENERGY STAR® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. Milgard Windows is proud to be an ENERGY STAR® 
partner, with all products ENERGY STAR® qualified for all U.S. zones.

Milgard windows and patio doors meet criteria for structural integrity 
and reliable performance established by the American Architectural 
Manufacturers Association (AAMA). Consult your Milgard 
representative for specific test information.

FPB-1016 © 2016 Milgard Manufacturing, Inc.
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Milgard Windows & Doors is proud to serve the 

Western U.S. and Canada with over a dozen full-

service facilities and customer care centers. 

/Milgard @milgard /MilgardWindows /Milgard/Milgard /MilgardWindowsDoors


